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Introductions
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Who does your project support?Why is your project important?



Introduction to Community 
Capacity Building



Capacity 
Building

Capacity-building is defined as the process of 
developing and strengthening the skills, instincts, 
abilities, processes and resources that organizations 
and communities need to survive, adapt, and thrive in 
a fast-changing world.

- United Nations



Key questions 
for project 

planning

• What is the problem?

• What do you want to do?

• What can you realistically achieve?

• What are the risks?

• Are you all on the same page?

• How much will it cost?



Asset Based Community Development
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Developed by John L. McKnight and John P. Kretzmann in the 1990s in AmericaFocuses on identifying capacity within communities and bringing it outNext slides are a rough guide, there are many others resources out there that unpack this further.



Key principles 
of ABCD

• Everyone has gifts
• Relationships build a community
• Citizens at the centre
• Leaders involve others
• People care about something
• Motivation to act
• Listening conversation
• Ask, ask ask
• Asking questions rather than giving answers
• An inside-out organisation
• Institutions have reached their limits
• Institutions as servants
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x Everyone Has Gifts with rare exception; people can contribute and want to contribute. Gifts must be discovered. x Relationships Build a Community see them, make them, and utilize them. An intentional effort to build and nourish relationships is the core of ABCD and of all community building. x Citizens at the Centre, it is essential to engage the wider community as actors (citizens) not just as recipients of services (clients). x Leaders Involve Others as Active Members of the Community. Leaders from the wider community of voluntary associations, congregations, neighbourhoods, and local business, can engage others from their sector. This “following” is based on trust, influence, and relationship. x People Care About Something agencies and neighbourhood groups often complain about apathy. Apathy is a sign of bad listening. People in communities are motivated to act. The challenge is to discover what their motivation is. x Motivation to Act must be identified. People act on certain themes they feel strongly about, such as; concerns to address, dreams to realize, and personal talents to contribute. Every community is filled with invisible “motivation for action”. Listen for it. x Listening Conversation – one-on-one dialogue or small group conversations are ways of discovering motivation and invite participation. Forms, surveys and asset maps can be useful to guide intentional listening and relationship building. x Ask, Ask, Ask – asking and inviting are key community-building actions. “Join us. We need you.” This is the song of community. x Asking Questions Rather Than Giving Answers Invites Stronger Participation. People in communities are usually asked to follow outside expert’s answers for their community problems. A more powerful way to engage people is to invite communities to address ‘questions’ and finding their own answer-- with agencies following up to help. x A Citizen-Centered “Inside-Out” Organization is the Key to Community Engagement A “citizen-centred” organization is one where local people control the organization and set the organization’s agenda. x Institutions Have Reached Their Limits in Problem-Solving all institutions such as government, non-profits, and businesses are stretched thin in their ability to solve community problems. They can not be successful without engaging the rest of the community in solutions. x Institutions as Servants people are better than programs in engaging the wider community. Leaders in institutions have an essential role in community-building as they lead by “stepping back,” creating opportunities for citizenship, care, and real democracy.



The Five Key 
Assets in the 
Community

• Individuals

• Associations

• Institutions

• Physical Assets

• Connections
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x Individuals: At the center of ABCD are residents of the community that have gifts and skills. Everyone has assets and gifts. Individual gifts and assets need to be recognized and identified. In community development you cannot do anything with people’s needs, only their assets. Deficits or needs are only useful to institutions. x Associations: Small informal groups of people, such as clubs, working with a common interest as volunteers are called associations in ABCD and are critical to community mobilization. They don’t control anything; they are just coming together around a common interest by their individual choice. X Institutions: Paid groups of people who generally are professionals who are structurally organized are called institutions. They include government agencies and private business, as well as schools, etc. They can all be valuable resources. The assets of these institutions help the community capture valuable resources and establish a sense of civic responsibility. x Physical Assets: Physical assets such as land, buildings, space, and funds are other assets that can be used. x Connections: There must be an exchange between people sharing their assts by bartering, etc. These connections are made by people who are connectors. It takes time to find out about individuals; this is normally done through building relationships with individual by individual. 



Break



Community Consultation



Significance of 
Community 

Consultation

• Community capacity building is driven by 
relationships

• Engaging with people from the commencement
• Better understanding of the community's needs and 

wants
• Greater uptake of project
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- building and extending on existing relationships, partnerships & networks



Significance of 
Community 

Consultation

• Input from wide range of stakeholders
• Ability to identify and address gaps earlier
• Increased rapport for other initiatives
• Better outcomes for project delivery



Asking the Right Questions



What to ask 
your 

community

• What is your community's biggest need?
• What is currently restricting their access to it?
• Who is/are the key leaders in this space?
• Where does the most energy and focus be 

targeted?



What to ask 
your 

community

• What are the skills and assets of the community?
• How can these be best utilised?
• What supports are required to enhance the 

communities capacity?



Engagement Methods



Face to Face
• Focus Groups

• Individual interview

• Committees/Collaboratives

• Mail surveys



Virtual

• Surveys and questionnaires

• Mailing lists

• Social media accounts

• Social media communities

• Phone consultations
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Mailing lists



Indirect
• Flyers

• Advertisements

• Local radio
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Mailing lists



Break



What data is out there?
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Primary data – data gathered by you, through consultations and researchSecondary data – data that other people/organisations have gathered that you can useSecondary data that is commonly used includes:Australian Bureau of Statistics and Profile IDResearch and Reports from Universities and private companiesSecondary data specific for Fairfield includes:2018 Fairfield Conversations Community Priorities2016-2026 Fairfield City Plan



Qualitative and 
Quantitative 

Data

24.8% of households don’t have access to the internet 
in their home
Digital access is a critical issue for a large amount of 
residents in Fairfield

Even if a household has stable internet, it doesn’t 
necessarily have enough devices to enable all family 
members to access technology
Investing in internet access alone won’t necessarily 
mean more people can get connected online
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Both broad quantitative data and more focused qualitative data are critical to identify needs within community and subsequently justify investment.Generally, we can make assumptions based on quantitative data – however this doesn’t give us the information we need to effectively deliver a project.Conversely, we can understand the impacts of an issue and how to address it with qualitative data, but won’t know how prevalent it is in a community.



Incorporating 
your evidence

24.8% of households don’t have access to the internet 
in their home. Even if a household has stable internet, 
it doesn’t necessarily have enough devices to enable 
all family members to access technology.

Through consultations, community members have 
advised that the most effective way to address this 
issue in the area is through a ‘Technology library’ 
scheme, providing short term access to digital devices 
for free to suit the needs of residents.
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What is critical is that you incorporate the evidence (both primary and secondary) into your problem and solution statement – this will make it more compelling and therefore more likely to be funded.



Aligning to 
Funding 

Priorities 

Community Capacity Building grants support 
emerging needs within our community and projects 
that facilitate and build community connections and 
capacity. It’s a good source of funding to try a pilot or 
develop an innovative solution.

• Projects addressing social disadvantage and 
inclusion

• Building community connections and capacity

• Facilitating education/employment opportunities
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Aligning your data and how you communicate it to funding priorities gives your project the best chance of being funded.Important to understand the context you are writing in – what do these priorities mean and what are your funders specifically targeting?It is always worth a phone call to the funding contact.



Aligning to 
Funding 

Priorities 

24.8% of households don’t have access to the internet 
in their home. Even if a household has stable internet, 
it doesn’t necessarily have enough devices to enable 
all family members to access technology.

Data suggests that digital inclusion is an emerging
issue in the Fairfield local government area, 
particularly since the outbreak of COVID-19. 24.8% of 
households don’t have access to the internet in their 
home, and households don’t necessarily have enough 
devices to enable all family members to connect
online and with the community.
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Use of the word emerging links to prioritiesConnect reinforces the criteria around building community connections



Aligning to 
Funding 

Priorities 

Through consultations, community members have 
advised that the most effective way to address this 
issue in the area is through a ‘Technology library’ 
scheme, providing short term access to digital devices 
for free to suit the needs of residents.

During our consultations, community members 
expressed interest in piloting a ‘technology library’ 
scheme. This approach, currently unavailable in the 
area, will provide short term access to digital devices 
for residents who would otherwise not be able to 
afford it. This will enable them to connect with others 
online, facilitate access to education and 
employment, and support their inclusion in the digital 
world.
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Piloting links to criteriaCurrently unavailable in the area implies innovationWho would otherwise not be able to afford it links to the social disadvantage criteriaConnect with others links to building community connections criteriaFacilitate access to education and employment links to criteria directlyInclusion links to criteria



Managing Community Expectations
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Presentation Notes
Consulting with the community can raise expectations, and often these are unrealistic.Need to be upfront about what you can and can’t do, what is on the table and off the tableParticularly difficult for people who are leading in volunteer capacity in the community – important to draw the boundaries around this workCritical not to promise anything you can’t be sure of delivering – be clear why you are consulting, what you want to achieve and how you will know that you have been successful



Next steps
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